Covid-19 restarting face to face Scouting risk assessment
Name of Section District Renewal
or Activity
promise camp

Hazard Identified?
Risks from it
Tentage, guy lines all trip

Everyone

26 / 04 / 2022

Name of who
undertook this
risk assessment

000194753

How are the risks already controlled?
What extra controls are needed?

Who is at risk?

hazards
Arrivals and departures

of Date of risk
assessment

no running around the tents rules enforced, remove any obstructions to obvious thoroughfares , mark any
obstacles so they are clearly visible

Everyone

the arrivals and departures each have a time slot to keep traffic flowing. Leaders should be next to the car
park zone at the right time to meet and reunite the parents with their children whilst not allowing the
young people to run around during this slot

fires

everyone

Each group will have its own age appropriate rules around the fires, tents must not be pitched near ANY
fires. All Ash to be disposed of properly, any sticks that are alight must remain in the fire. Water buckets
should be kept near the fire while it is alight.

After dark

everyone

Torches should be used when moving around the site

Knives , Axes and Saws

Everyone

No knives are to be used or carried around the site unless it is for a specific purpose. Axes and saws if used
are to be kept in their designated areas and only used by appropriately trained Scouts and Scouters under
supervision.

Extreme Weather

Everyone

If the DC decides the weather is too extreme the camp will called of and the intouch system used by each
group to send the young people home. during the waiting time the building will be used for everyones
safety

specialist medical conditions
Hired in equipment

people with special

GSLs are to apply for a wrist band which each person with special medical needs will need to wear during

medical conditions

the camp in case any incident occurs and special medical needs are required.

All users

The companies hiring in the equipment have their own risk assessments and these can be seen online at
the following website addresses
www.rockitinflatables.co.uk
www.kbleventhire.co.uk
www.demonwheelers.co.uk

Activities at Belchamps

All users

All site risk assessments for activities at Belchamps can be found online at www.belchamps.org.uk.

Additional information can be found in the Safety Checklist for Leaders and other information at scouts.org.uk/safety
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COVID-19
readiness level
transition

Amber

What has changed that needs to be
thought about and controlled?

Covid-19 restarting face to face Scouting risk assessment
Hazard Identified?
Risks from it
Vehicles on site

Who is at risk?
everyone

How are the risks already controlled?
What extra controls are needed?
During site activity times No Vehicles will be allowed within the camping area of the field . All leaders
vehicles will be left in the car park where possible or if no room then the pick up and drop off area. Leaving
the way clear for any leaders needing to leave site for any emergencies. Once the activities have closed
then only vehicles essential for camp take down are allowed on the camping field .

Group specific activities

anyone within the

All groups will have differing ways of managing tasks and if any specific tasks/activities require group risk

groups

assessment which fall outside of this general risk assessment then the individual groups must create their
own risk assessments and submit them to their GSL prior to camp as usual.

Risk of slips and trips and iffy

everyone

weather
Toilets slips and trips , and

Suitable footwear and clothing should be worn taking care and everyone should be made aware that
Belchamps has uneven ground

Everyone

hand washing

Everyone using the toilets has a duty to not mess up the toilets and make the floors unnecessarily wet. If
this is found please report to your section leaders or GSL so the floors can be mopped up to minimise risk.
Make sure hand washing is done properly with Soap to prevent infections

lost children and adults and

everyone

unauthorized visitors

all leaders/ children are to wear their group/District scarves whilst on site at all times ( excluding bed). Any
person not in a scarf may be asked by a leader who they are and where is their scarf and reported up the
line if a good enough reason is not given

A person begins to display

All

Current guidelines of Covid-19 symptoms are as listed on the NHS England website and some are listed

symptoms of C-19 during the

but not limited to the below - you may feel hot to touch on your chest or back (you do not need to

camp.

measure your temperature), a new, continuous cough - this means coughing a lot for more than an hour, or
3 or more coughing episodes in 24 hours (if you usually have a cough, it may be worse than usual), a loss or
change to your sense of smell or taste - this means you have noticed you cannot smell or taste anything, or
things smell or taste different to normal. Most people with Covid-19 have at least one of these symptoms.
Anyone displaying these symptoms must not attend the camp. Should someone begin to show symptoms
of C-19 during the camp they will be immediately shown to an area away from the main group. This area,
although a distance way, will still be in sight of adult leaders. If this is a young person, their parents or
guardian will be immediately contacted and asked to collect them. All contact details must be up to date.
All adult leaders showing signs of C-19 symptoms will be asked to leave the camp. The leaders will wear
face masks while in the presence of someone who is displaying symptoms. Prior to the camp, all
participants will be reminded on how to deal with general coughs and sneezes and adequate hand
washing and sanitising by their section leaders.

Additional information can be found in the Safety Checklist for Leaders and other information at scouts.org.uk/safety
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What has changed that needs to be
thought about and controlled?

Covid-19 restarting face to face Scouting risk assessment
Hazard Identified?
Risks from it
equipment sharing

Who is at risk?
everyone

How are the risks already controlled?
What extra controls are needed?

What has changed that needs to be
thought about and controlled?

Where equipment is to be shared by multiple people and slow down potential transmission of infection it is
advised to have hand sanitizer on standby

Review: This risk assessment is for a section to move from one COVID Readiness alert level to the next, an additional risk assessment should be produced for each move proposed.
Checked by
Line Manager
Approved by
Commissioner
Notification of level change

Name
Role /level
Date
Name
Role /level
Date

Checked by
Executive
Approved by
Executive

-

Additional information can be found in the Safety Checklist for Leaders and other information at scouts.org.uk/safety
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Name
Role /level
Date
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Role /level
Date

